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Received 18 May 2006; revised 4 July 2007; accepted 16 July 2007 Available online 8 August 2007 In the context of neuroimaging experiments, it is essential to account for the multiple comparisons problem when thresholding statistical mappings. Various methods are in use to deal with this issue, but they differ in their signal detection power for small- and large-scale effects. In this paper, we comprehensively describe a new method that is based on control of the false discovery rate (FDR). Our method increases sensitivity by exploiting the spatially clustered nature of neuroimaging effects. This is achieved by using a sliding window technique, in which FDR-control is first applied at a regional level. Thus, a new statistical map that is related to the regionally achieved FDR is derived from the available voxelwise P-values. On the basis of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, thresholding based on this map is demonstrated to have better discriminatory power than conventional thresholding based on P-values. Secondly, it is shown that the resulting maps can be thresholded at a level that results in control of the global FDR. By means of statistical arguments and numerical simulations under widely varying conditions, our method is validated, characterized, and compared to some other common voxel-based methods (uncorrected thresholding, Bonferroni correction, and conventional FDR-control). It is found that our method shows considerably higher sensitivity as compared to conventional FDR-control, while still controlling the achieved FDR at the same level or better. Finally, our method is applied to two diverse neuroimaging experiments to assess its practical merits, resulting in substantial improvements as compared to the other methods. © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction In neuroimaging studies, it is often desirable to reveal and map structural or functional characteristics of the brain on a detailed scale. This generally means that analyses are carried out at the level of individual volume elements (voxels). However, because the total number of considered voxels is usually enormous, the use of common statistical thresholds to assess the significance of effects in individual voxels would result in an unacceptably large number of voxels for which the null-hypothesis, that no effects are present, is falsely rejected (i.e., the number of false positive voxels). For instance, using a threshold p = 0.05, a significant effect would be detected on average in fifty voxels for every thousand voxels in the volume of interest, even if no effect is truly present in any voxel. Because the number of voxels that has to be taken into consideration can run into the hundreds of thousands, the amount of false positives could easily outnumber the amount of true positives, and results would be largely based on chance. Therefore, the use of such simple statistical tests is generally unacceptable. This ‘multiple comparisons problem’ can be remedied by the use of a stricter statistical threshold. As a result, the proportion of voxels for which an effect is falsely detected is reduced, increasing the specificity and the reliability of the results. However, an inevitable disadvantage is that the probability for the detection of voxels with true effects will also decrease, thus reducing the sensitivity of the analysis. In literature, various methods have been proposed to find a compromise in this situation, by optimizing signal detection while still controlling some measure for the error rate (Logan and Rowe, 2004). A common method is to adjust the threshold such that the probability for the presence of any false positives in the entire volume (the familywise error rate, FWE) is kept below some upper limit α (Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003). A distinction can be made between methods with weak and strong error control. For weak error control, the chance of falsely rejecting one or more nullhypotheses is bounded by a specified level α if the null-hypothesis holds everywhere; for strong error control, the chance of falsely
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rejecting one or more null-hypotheses is bounded by a specified level α for any subset of the voxels for which the null-hypothesis holds. The essential difference is that methods with strong control have the ability to localize effects, while methods with weak control only assess if effects are present anywhere in the volume. A simple and common approach that provides strong control of the FWE is offered by the Bonferroni correction: if tests are performed on a large number N of voxels, an FWE bound α can be achieved for the entire volume by applying a stricter threshold p = α/N to each individual voxel. However, the Bonferroni correction is quite stringent and often considered too conservative. Better methods have been described (Holm, 1979; Hochberg, 1988), but analyses on neuroimaging data usually benefit little from such improvements because of the large proportion of voxels without significant effects. Also, in practice, spatial correlations may exist between neighboring voxels, requiring the use of more refined techniques like Gaussian field theory or resampling methods in order to make accurate statistical inferences (Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003; Worsley, 2005). Some alternative methods are also based on FWE-based error control, but test the significance of effects in clusters or regions of interest as a whole instead of in individual voxels. Because this reduces the total number of tests, and because neuroimaging effects are usually clustered in nature, such cluster- and set-level inferences are generally more powerful than voxel-level inferences. However, such inferences are less regionally specific because they cannot be made at the level of individual voxels and only apply to an entire cluster or set of clusters. Various methods have been proposed that compromise between sensitivity and regional specificity in different ways (Worsley et al., 1995; Friston et al., 1996; Poline et al., 1997; Heller et al., 2006), some of which offer the potential to detect both weak but extensive diffuse effects and strong but confined focal effects at the same time. A completely different approach to error control in neuroimaging experiments is provided by relatively new developments that are not based on FWE, but that limit the false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002; Laird et al., 2005; Singh and Dan, 2006). The FDR is the proportion of incorrect rejections of the null-hypothesis among the total number of rejections, or in other words the proportion of false positives among all the positives. This error measure addresses the issue that it is often permissible for the null-hypothesis to be falsely rejected in some voxels, as long as these constitute a negligible fraction in comparison with the total number of voxels for which the null-hypothesis is rejected. This is for instance the case if one is interested in large-scale spatial patterns in the brain, or if summary values are calculated over the detected regions (e.g., the mean level, spatial extent, or lateralization index of neural effects). FDR-controlling procedures are claimed to be more powerful, and FDR-control has been predicted to overtake FWE-control as the most common measure to limit the number of false positives (Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003). Current FDR-related methods can be advantageous over FWE-related methods especially if true positive regions comprise many voxels and constitute a notable proportion of the total volume of interest. In such cases, a fair number of false positives can be allowed without much affecting the overall outcome, leading to tolerant statistical thresholds and improved sensitivity. In this paper, we present an extension to Benjamini’s FDRcontrolling method that is based on regional analyses to exploit the



generally clustered nature of true neuroimaging effects. Our method will be substantiated and validated, and we will show that our method usually results in better sensitivity than Benjamini’s original method while it is still possible to achieve identical global control of the FDR. In particular, our method provides enhanced sensitivity to large brain volumes with weak effects while still imposing strong thresholds on small isolated foci, similar to cluster- and set-level inferences in FWE-related methods. Our method will be tested and compared to other commonly used methods using numerical simulations. Furthermore, to assess the practical feasibility and benefits, the new method will be applied to two distinct neuroimaging experiments that employ diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to focus on local structural and functional changes in the brain, respectively. Theory In this paper, an uppercase notation (i.e., P and Q) will be used to denote statistics that are attained in individual voxels, while a lowercase notation (i.e., p and q) will be used to indicate the thresholds that are imposed on the corresponding maps. Furthermore, regarding FDR-control, an explicit distinction will be made between global and regional bounds by means of subscripts (i.e., qglobal and qregional). False discovery rate The FDR is defined as the proportion of false positives (NFP) among the total number of positives (NP), FDRu



NFP : NP



ð1Þ



Of course, in practice it is unknown which positives are false and which are true. Nevertheless, in a seminal paper (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), an elegant procedure was demonstrated (henceforth referred to as B–H FDR-control) that controls the globally attained FDR in the sense that its expectation value will lie below some upper limit qglobal that can be freely specified beforehand (0.0 b qglobal b 1.0). Note that the FDR may exceed qglobal in some actual realization of an experiment, but averaged over many experiments it will be bounded by qglobal. The probability that a certain experimental outcome is expected to occur by chance, given the null-hypothesis that no effects are truly present, is conventionally denoted by P. If P is sufficiently small, the null-hypothesis is rejected. P-values are assumed to be derived from experimental neuroimaging data for all voxels individually (e.g., by Student’s T-tests, ANOVA Chi-square tests, permutation tests, etc.). For a total of N voxels being tested, B–H FDR-control starts by ordering the P-values of all voxels from smallest to largest 0bP1 VP2 V : : : VPi V : : : VPN b1;



ð2Þ



and by determining the voxel with the largest (sorted) index i for which Pi d N V qglobal d i:



ð3Þ



The method prescribes that the value Pi should be used to threshold all P-value data (i.e., p = Pi) in order to obtain an FDR that is bounded by qglobal on average. The procedure is illustrated
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graphically in Fig. 1a by plotting the left and right hand sides of the inequality in Eq. (3) as a function of i (Genovese et al., 2002). The meaning of Eq. (3) can be understood intuitively. Its lefthand side (Pi · N) provides an estimate of the number of false positives that would occur if the null-hypothesis actually holds for all N voxels and if the value Pi is used as the statistical threshold. The right hand side (qglobal · i) represents the number of false positive voxels that we are willing to tolerate, since there are i voxels that will be declared significant because their P-values do not exceed Pi, and a fraction qglobal of this total number of positives is allowed to be false. Eq. (3) thus succinctly expresses that the expected number of false positives should not exceed a fraction qglobal of the total number of positives. While this requirement can potentially be satisfied by a range of values Pi, the procedure aims at finding the most tolerant threshold (i.e., the largest Pi) that still does. Actually, it has been shown that Eq. (3) holds only under some restrictive technical conditions. In order to achieve general validity, a multiplicative constant that depends on N can be introduced in Eq. (3). Because the mentioned conditions are reasonably satisfied for neuroimaging data (Genovese et al., 2002), this factor will be ignored in this paper. Regional FDR-control The described procedure has the disadvantage that the resulting threshold p on the map of P-values quickly tends to become stricter if the spatial region under consideration is enlarged (i.e., if extra voxels for which the null-hypothesis is valid are added to the analysis). As more voxels without true effects are included, there is more potential for false positives to arise while the number of
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true positives does not increase. Consequently, thresholds need to be chosen more strictly to guarantee the expected FDR to lie below the desired qglobal. Therefore, the method will become less sensitive. In practice, neural effects will be clustered in certain brain regions. Although statistically justifiable, it seems somewhat unreasonable that such regions should become less detectable if other remote and potentially irrelevant brain areas are included into the analysis. This problem may be overcome by subdividing the entire brain volume into a number of regions, and by applying B–H FDR-control to each such region separately. By choosing the size of the regions smaller than the size of the entire volume of interest, the sensitivity can be enhanced. Also, the analysis can potentially be extended to larger portions of the brain without decreasing sensitivity, by increasing the number of regions but not their size. When the entire volume is parceled into adjacent nonoverlapping regions, artifacts can arise along their boundaries. Because in each region a different threshold p will be employed, the detected clusters might be clipped along these boundaries and would no longer accurately represent the actual shape of true positive regions. To overcome this, a ‘sliding window’ or ‘searchlight’ technique may be used (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006). For each voxel, an individual threshold is determined by applying the B–H FDR-controlling procedure to a suitable region centered on the voxel, and only the centered voxel is thresholded at the resulting threshold p. For other voxels, other surrounding regions are taken into account, although they may partially overlap. The method can be further generalized to not just include all voxels in a discrete region centered on the voxel and exclude all voxels outside this region, but to allow for a continuous weighting to be applied to all surrounding voxels. Hence, voxels that are



Fig. 1. FDR-control. Exemplary plots were derived from a single numerical simulation with default parameters (N = 9216, qglobal = 0.05; see Materials and methods), and are shown for (a) B–H FDR-control, and (b) regional FDR-control. The estimated number of false positives (NFP) is plotted as a function of the index i or m (solid line; see the left-hand sides of Eqs. (3) and (10), respectively). The line through the origin with slope qglobal represents the maximum acceptable number of false positives (dashed line; see the right-hand sides of Eqs. (3) and (10), respectively). The thresholding level follows from the largest index i or m for which the estimated number of false positives does not exceed the maximum acceptable number. Null-hypotheses are rejected for tests whose Por Q-values are at or below this threshold. In the figure, this corresponds with the voxels for which the data points lie in the grayed area to the lower left of the intersection of the curves. Typically, less voxels with significant effects can be detected by means of B–H FDR-control than by means of regional FDR-control (41 and 59, respectively, in this example). At the same time, the global FDR is bounded at the same level.
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close to the voxel under consideration will strongly affect the calculation of its threshold, while distant voxels will have a smaller effect. For that purpose, a weight wjk can be assigned to any voxel k relative to the centered voxel of interest j (the indices k and j are uniquely defined by the sorting of P-values according to Eq. (2)). Without loss of generality, we will assume that the weights wjk are normalized such that wjj = 1. We suggest to use unit–amplitude weighting functions that monotonically decrease to zero as a function of the Euclidean distance between pairs of voxels (e.g., a Gaussian). Modifying Eq. (3) in straightforward fashion to accommodate these voxel-dependent weights, the largest index i should now be determined for which Pi d



N X



wjk V qregional d



k¼1



i X



wjk :



ð4Þ



k¼1



The above equation is equivalent to Eq. (3) if wjk = 1 for all voxels k inside the region surrounding the voxel of interest j, and wjk = 0 for all voxels outside this region. However, Eq. (4) offers the additional possibility to use continuously valued weightings. This should further reduce discretization artifacts as a result of the choice of the shape of the region. Because the threshold that is derived from Eq. (4) is used for assessing the significance of effects in one voxel only (namely, the centered voxel of interest j), the algorithm can be reformulated in a more convenient way. The range of values of qregional for which the null-hypothesis can be rejected in the centered voxel j, is that for which Pi d qregional zQj u min iVj



N X



k¼1 i P



interest, the correspondingly achieved global FDR needs to be estimated. In our approach, we will first estimate the global FDR in the two limiting cases where true positives are either [i] densely distributed throughout the entire volume or [ii] absent or sparse. Next, the resulting expressions will be combined to obtain a more general formula. Case [i]. If true positives are dense, most regions can be expected to contain true positives. Since the expected regional density of false positives on average nowhere exceeds a fraction qregional of the regional density of all positives, as guaranteed by the B–H FDRcontrolling procedure, also the total number of false positives in the entire volume should not exceed a fraction qregional of the total number of positives. As a first approximation, this suggests that regional error control automatically implies global error control in this case. In practice, performance may be affected by edge effects. True positives that are located in the center of the imaging volume are included in the regional FDR analysis of many surrounding voxels, and therefore will induce the detection of false positives in many regional applications of the B–H FDR-controlling procedure. Contrariwise, true positive voxels near the edge of the imaging volume will contribute to fewer regions, and will therefore result in less additional false positives in the entire volume. As a result, the achieved global FDR can exceed the desired bound if the density of true positives is larger in the center of the imaging volume than at the edges. This can be corrected for by suitably weighting individual positives according to the volume of the surrounding regions. As explained in more detail in Appendix A, this results in an estimated number of false positives in the entire volume according to



wjk :



ð5Þ



wjk



NFP V



k¼1



N X j¼1



The notation Qj is introduced for this critical value for qregional because it is an experimentally derived voxel-dependent statistic. In other words, the null-hypothesis is rejected for a voxel j if and only if Qj, as calculated for that particular voxel according to the above equation, does not exceed the imposed regional FDR threshold qregional. The role of Qj with respect to qregional is comparable to the role of Pj with respect to the P-value threshold p. By formulating the criterion in terms of a threshold for Qj, computations need only be carried out a single time. Once the Qvalue map is known, the presence of effects can easily be determined in all voxels for any bound on the regional FDR that is desired. If the calculated Q-values of all voxels are ordered from smallest to largest 0bQ1 VQ2 V N VQm V N VQN b1;



ð6Þ



then the number of detected positives NP will equal the value of the largest index m for which Qm does not exceed qregional. Global FDR-control Since B–H FDR-control bounds the average FDR below the level qregional in all individual regions, it results in a regional type of error control, which may be difficult to interpret. Because in practice it is often desirable to control an error measure for the entire volume of



qregional d



NP X wjk k¼1



N X



:



ð7Þ



wjk



k¼1



Here, summations are carried out according to the index ordering in Eq. (6), and NP equals the known number of positive voxels for which Qm is smaller than qregional. Case [ii]. The validity of Eq. (7) breaks up if the null hypothesis is valid for all voxels, and true effects are absent. Since B–H FDRcontrol displays weak error control, the probability of finding false positives in any particular single region will not exceed the imposed threshold qregional. Yet, because typically there are many independent regions, the chances of finding false positives anywhere in the entire volume may become much larger than qregional. In other words, a multiple comparisons correction needs to be performed based on the effective number of independent regions. In Appendix B, it is substantiated that, if the null hypothesis is valid for all voxels, the average total number of false positives in the entire volume can be approximated by



NFP V
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This equation takes the smoothness of the data into account by means of the summation in the numerator that is restricted to a
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correlated element Cj (‘corel’). We informally define the corel of a centered voxel j as the equivalent surrounding volume of voxels for which the presence of effects is correlated with the centered voxel (e.g., due to smoothing). This resembles the concept of a ‘resel’ which arises in Gaussian field theory. Inside such a corel, the statistical P-value and Q-value maps vary smoothly. In this paper, Cj will be identified with a sphere that is centered on the voxel j, with a diameter that equals the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function of the data. Combined cases [i] & [ii]. If true positives are distributed throughout the volume, Eq. (7) will approximate the number of false positives. If no true positives are present in the volume, Eq. (7) underestimates the number of false positives, but Eq. (8) should be used. In practice, true positives will usually be present in only some of the regions. As a result, an intermediate number of false positives will usually be present. In any case, the total number of false positives is expected to be smaller than the sum of both expressions. 0 1 NP X X 1 1 1 @ þ wjk A þ wjk 2 2 kaC N 1qregional X k¼1 j NFP V qregional d : ð9Þ N X j¼1 wjk k¼1



If qregional is chosen equal to Qm (for some m), then it follows from Eq. (6) that the number of positives NP will equal m. The requirement that the number of false positives (bounded according to Eq. (9)) should not exceed a fraction qglobal of the total number of positives that is actually found, will now be met if



Qm d
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This daunting inequality can now be used to determine a suitable threshold that will control the global FDR below a desired level qglobal. Similar to the role of Eq. (3) in B–H FDRcontrol, the largest m should be determined for which Eq. (10) holds, and the corresponding value Qm should be used to threshold the Q-value mapping that was derived from Eq. (5). The procedure is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1b by plotting the left and right hand sides of the inequality in Eq. (10) as a function of m. The appearance and interpretation of this figure is highly similar to that of Fig. 1a. In summary, our proposed method firstly comprises the calculation of voxelwise Q-values according to Eq. (5), based on the attained P-values for the individual voxels and a weighting function wjk for pairs of voxels. Secondly, the presence of significant effects can be determined while controlling the global FDR by thresholding these Q-values at a level that is derived from Eq. (10). In the Supplementary material, an implementation of the complete procedure is provided in the MatLab language (The MathWorks Inc.). Since the method uses only basic arithmetic functions and sorting, it should be straightforward to port the procedure to any other preferred programming language or data processing environment.
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Materials and methods Simulations Numerical simulations with artificially generated neuroimaging data were performed in the MatLab programming environment while varying a number of configuration parameters, to assess the validity and test the performance of our proposed method in a controlled manner, and to compare its results with those of some frequently used other voxel-based methods. A 3D data matrix was filled with normally distributed pseudorandom noise. The default dimensions of the volume were 24 × 24 × 16. To model spatial correlations, the noise was smoothed by convolution with an isotropic Gaussian kernel. The kernel function’s default FWHM was infinitesimal, effectively performing no smoothing by default. A constant signal was added to a centrally positioned block of voxels with default dimensions 4 × 4 × 4. The ratio of the signal magnitude to the standard deviation of the noise in the image (i.e., the signal-tonoise ratio, SNR) equaled 4.0 by default. Next, two-tailed Pvalues were calculated for each voxel based on normal distribution statistics, and the corresponding Q-value maps were derived using Eq. (5). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were determined by varying the thresholds for the P- and Q-value maps in the range 0.0–1.0. All simulation parameters were kept at their default values, except for the SNR, which was varied from 1.0 to 4.0. Per SNR setting, simulations were repeated 100 times, and the results were averaged. Four methods were used to threshold the simulation outcomes and determine which voxels contained significant signal: [i] uncorrected P-value thresholding, [ii] Bonferroni-corrected FWEcontrol (Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003), [iii] B–H FDR-control (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), and [iv] regional FDR-control (this paper). Default thresholds were set at p = 0.05 (for uncorrected thresholding and FWE-control) and qglobal = 0.05 (for B–H and regional FDR-control). Simulation parameters that were varied included the dimensions of the entire volume (range: 12 × 12 × 8 to 48 × 48 × 32), the FWHM of the noise smoothing kernel (range: infinitesimal to 4.0), the size of the central signal block (range: 0 × 0 × 0 to 16 × 16 × 16), the SNR in the block (range: 2.0 to 6.0), and the thresholds p and qglobal (range: 0.01 to 0.20). For regional FDR-control, the default weighting function wjk was a Gaussian function centered on the voxel of interest with an isotropic FWHM size of 4.0 voxels. Additional simulations were performed with alternative isotropic functions, with profiles that were either uniform or according to a parabolic Welch window. The FWHM size of the regional weighting function was varied from infinitesimally small to infinitely large. Per setting, simulations were repeated 500 times. The four methods’ average sensitivities (SEN), specificities (SPE), familywise error (FWE) rates, and global false discovery rates (FDR) were determined. The SEN was defined as the proportion of voxels with true effects that were successfully detected. The SPE equaled the proportion of voxels without true effects that were correctly not considered positive. The FWE equaled the proportion of simulations in which any false positives were present. And the FDR was defined as the proportion of false positives among all positives.
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Experiment I (DWI) Thirteen healthy subjects (aged 23–57 years, median 26) and one patient with epilepsy (female, 25 years old, cryptogenic localization-related epilepsy, right frontal focus) were included. Whole cerebrum imaging was performed with a clinical 1.5-T MRI system (Philips Intera, Philips Medical Systems), which was equipped with a standard quadrupolar head receiver coil. The protocol included a 3D T1-weighted fast field-echo sequence (TR 11 ms, TE 3.5 ms, flip angle 90°, matrix 256 × 256, 150 contiguous slices, 3.5 × 3.5 × 3.5 mm3 sized voxels), a dual-echo turbo spin echo sequence (TR 5211 ms, TE 11.9 ms/80 ms, matrix 256 × 256, FOV 204 × 112 mm2), a diffusion weighted multi-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (EPI-factor 31, b-values 0/400/800/1200 s/mm2, 3 orthogonal diffusion sensitizing directions, TR 2 cardiac cycles, TE 76 ms, matrix 128 × 128, FOV 230 × 230 mm2, 1.8 × 1.8 × 6.0 mm3 sized voxels). All images were co-registered and spatially normalized to Talairach space (dimension 79 × 95 × 69, 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 sized voxels) using the SPM2 software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology). Volume maps of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) were calculated by second-order polynomial fitting of the direction averaged logarithmic signal intensities versus b-values. ADC maps were smoothed with a 5-mm Gaussian kernel. Mean and standard deviation ADC maps were calculated for the healthy subject group. The preprocessed ADC data from the epilepsy patient and the entire group of healthy subjects were analyzed using a T-test model (Rugg-Gunn et al., 2001). The statistical comparisons were performed on a voxel-by-voxel basis, resulting in a statistical T-value map for the patient from which pvalues were obtained for each voxel. For our thresholding method based on regional FDR-control, the weighting function w consisted of an isotropic Gaussian function with a FWHM of 20 mm. Experiment II (fMRI) A functional MRI study was performed to measure the brain response to broadband auditory stimuli as a function of sound level in a subject with normal hearing. Scans were performed using a clinical 1.5-T MRI system (Philips Intera, Philips Medical Systems). Functional image volumes were acquired that covered the superior surfaces of both temporal lobes, and consisted of a dynamic series of 2.5-s single-shot T2*-sensitive EPI sequences with twelve 2.0-mm-thick adjacent slices (TR 10 s; TE 50 ms; flip angle 90°; matrix 192 × 192; field of view 192 × 192 mm2). Six functional runs were performed, each consisting of 32 scans. A sparse scanning paradigm was used to reduce the influence of acoustic scanner noise (Hall et al., 1999). The stimuli were 2.0 s in duration and consisted of pink noise or dynamic rippled noise (Langers et al., 2003). Stimuli were presented in pairs in the silent interval between consecutive scans. The stimuli in each pair randomly differed by 3 dB in intensity, with an average intensity that was a multiple of 10 dB above the auditory threshold in a range of 0–70 dB. The subject was instructed to indicate which stimulus appeared loudest by pressing fiber-optic buttons that were held in both hands. In the image analysis we made use of pre-processing routines from the SPM2 software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology). The functional image volumes were realigned using 3D rigid body transformations to correct for motion effects. To improve signal-to-noise characteristics, spatial



smoothing was performed using an isotropic 5-mm Gaussian kernel. For each of the functional runs, linear drifts of the scanner baseline signal were removed. Regression was performed using a general linear model that contained the intensity of the presented stimuli as a covariate to determine the rate of fMRI signal increase as a function of sound level for each voxel. The significance of effects was determined using Student’s T-test statistic. The resulting statistical parametric mapping (SPM) listed p-values for all voxels and was used as input for the various thresholding methods. For our thresholding method based on regional FDRcontrol, the weighting functions wjk consisted of isotropic Gaussian functions with a FWHM of 20 mm. Results Simulations Fig. 2 illustrates simulated data using default parameter settings, along with the results that were obtained using the four different thresholding methods. Fig. 2a displays the simulated signal in a single slice, consisting of normally distributed noise in the entire image in addition to a constant signal that is confined to the outlined central square area. In Fig. 2b, the voxels in this slice that are assessed to contain significant effects according to various methods are highlighted. By thresholding the P-values of individual voxels at an uncorrected significance level of p = 0.05, the majority of the truly positive voxels in the central block are detected. However, a large proportion of the surrounding voxels is falsely detected as well. As a result, the false positives outnumber the true positives. By using FWE-control, the threshold is lowered such that false positives typically do not occur, at the cost of a significantly decreased sensitivity to effects inside the central block. Using this method, all positives are true, but the majority of the voxels with effects remain undetected. B–H FDR-control is able to detect an intermediate number of true positives. Although some false positives occur as well, their number is limited as compared to the total number of positives. Finally, our method based on regional FDR-control detects more true positives than B– H FDR-control, while the FDR that is achieved is similar (or better). In Fig. 3 the ROC curves are shown that were obtained in simulations with various SNRs, and otherwise default parameters. The areas under the curves that were based on P-value thresholding (Fig. 3a) equaled 0.6323, 0.8548, 0.9676, and 0.9953 for SNR = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, respectively. Correspondingly, the areas under the curves that were based on Q-value thresholding (Fig. 3b) equaled 0.7432, 0.9532, 0.9938, and 0.9993. Thresholding based on Q-values generally performed better than thresholding based on P-values. For instance, in these simulations, Q-value thresholding at SNR = 3.0 performed similarly as P-value thresholding at SNR = 4.0, and Q-value performance at SNR = 2.0 was almost equal to P-value performance at SNR = 3.0. Therefore, in the sense of the sensitivity index (d′) from signal detection theory, the discriminatory power of Q-value thresholding was approximately 1.4 times better than the discriminatory power of P-value thresholding at default parameter settings. Many configuration parameters were varied in the simulations, and the sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), familywise error (FWE) rate, and false discovery rate (FDR) that were achieved on average by the four different methods were determined and listed in Table 1.
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With FWE-control, the SEN improved with decreasing volume size, increasing SNR, and increasing thresholds, but was typically poor; it did not depend on the other parameters. The SPE was 100%, while the FWE was controlled at the level p, or better. For highly correlated noise in the data, the method became conservative. The FDR was very low and further improved with increasing size of the central signal block or SNR. Using B–H FDR-control, the SEN was generally considerably better than for FWE-control. It also showed improvement with decreasing volume size, increasing SNR, and increasing thresholds. In addition, the SEN improved with the size of the central block. The SPE was 100%, while the FWE varied along with the SEN, but also improved for spatially correlated data. The FDR was on average controlled at the imposed threshold qglobal (except for the 1 × 1 × 1 signal block, where it was marginally exceeded). Finally, our regional FDR-controlling method mostly showed a considerable further increase in SEN as compared to the global FDR-controlling method. Similar to the latter method, the SEN improved strongly with the size of the central signal block relative to the size of the entire volume, the SNR, as well as the threshold. In addition, the SEN suffered from spatial correlations in the noise. The SPE was again 100%. The FWE showed comparable trends as that of B–H FDR-control, except that it depended oppositely and less strongly upon the volume size. The FDR was on average controlled at the threshold qglobal, or better (except for the 1 × 1 × 1 signal block, where it was marginally exceeded). As expected, in individual experiments, this threshold could be exceeded, but the variability in this respect showed comparable behavior to B–H FDR-control. For our method based on regional FDR-control, the region shape and FWHM were varied as well (Table 2). In these simulations, all region shapes showed optimal performance at intermediate FWHM region sizes (4.0–8.0). For the most extreme values of the FWHM (i.e., 1/∞ or ∞), the regions become equivalent to a single voxel or the entire volume, respectively, and therefore results did not depend upon region shape. Overall, the region shapes differed little in performance. The FDR was controlled at the threshold qglobal in all cases. Fig. 2. Simulation results. Numerical simulations were used to evaluate the performance of four thresholding methods. (a) Neuroimaging data were simulated by filling a 3D matrix with normally distributed random noise, in addition to a signal offset in a central block-shaped area (outlined). In this figure, the resulting signals in a single central slice of data are depicted using a gray value color scale. Two-tailed statistical P-values were derived that were subsequently used as input for the thresholding methods. (b) Voxels with significant effects according to the four methods are displayed in white. Using uncorrected thresholding at p = 0.05, most of the signal in the central area could be detected, but many false positives occurred outside this area. FWE-control by means of Bonferroni correction prevented the false positives from occurring at the expense of a large decrease in sensitivity. B–H FDR-control detected an intermediate number of active voxels, at the cost of a small number of false positives. Regional FDR-control achieved a similar FDR, but was able to detect a larger number of voxels with true effects.



The uncorrected thresholding method achieved large SEN but poor SPE, FWE, and FDR. For this method, the SEN trivially depended only on the SNR and the threshold. The error measure 1 − SPE was controlled at the level p, but the FWE equaled 100% in all cases. Its FDR also depended on the size of the central signal block relative to the entire volume: better FDRs were obtained for small volumes and large signal blocks.



In vivo experiments Fig. 4a displays abnormal ADC regions for the epilepsy patient in the right temporal lobe. Using four different thresholding methods, the significant differences in ADC values with respect to the mean of the control group as obtained from Student’s T-test statistics, are shown overlaid on a normalized sagittal T1-weighted MR image. Although the epileptic focus, as determined from ictal electroencephalography (EEG), was right frontal, the ADC measurement revealed right temporal abnormalities, predominantly in the superior temporal gyrus, a region close to the inferior frontal gyrus. Due to the limited spatial discriminational power of EEG, and due to the proximity of the ADC abnormalities within the superior temporal gyrus to the frontal lobe, it is not unlikely that the ictal EEG focus, characterized as right frontal, could also include the superior temporal gyrus. The uncorrected thresholding method displays noisy abnormalities that are spread over a large part of the selected slice, whereas FWE-control is not able to localize any abnormalities. Both B–H FDR-control and regional FDR-control display clearly localized abnormalities. For the latter two methods, the location of the abnormalities is identical; however, regional FDR-control yields 1.5 times more deviating voxels in this slice than B–H FDR-control.
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Fig. 3. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC). The ROC curves for thresholding methods based on (a) P-values and (b) Q-values were constructed by varying the thresholds p and q in a range of 0.0 to 1.0 and plotting the achieved sensitivity SEN vs. the specificity SPE. Per method, four curves are shown that correspond with simulations with signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) that ranged from 1.0 to 4.0 (see labeling), and otherwise with default settings (see Materials and methods). The area under the curve is a measure for the method's discriminatory power. Q-value thresholding performed substantially better than P-value thresholding.



Fig. 4b shows the results of the fMRI experiment with auditory stimulation for an individual subject. The images show a projection of all active voxels in the volume according to the various thresholding methods onto a transversal anatomical slice. The strongest activation was found bilaterally in the temporal lobe near the sites of Heschl’s gyrus and Heschl’s sulcus, which partly comprise the auditory cortices. For the method with uncorrected thresholding, many clusters of activation were typically detected that were distributed across the entire volume. In contrast, the use of FWE-control resulted in limited activation that was completely confined to small areas in auditory cortex. The method based on global FDR-control showed extensive bilateral activation in the auditory cortex, as well as some small isolated clusters in the thalamus. Finally, our regional FDR-controlling method resulted in larger activation clusters in the auditory cortex as compared to global FDR-control; 3.0 times as many active voxels were detected. In contrast with other methods, other parts of the brain like the thalamus and occipital lobe did not show significant effects according to this method. Discussion Validity In this paper, we described a new method to control the global FDR. By taking the clustered nature of neuroimaging effects into account by means of regional weightings, the sensitivity of the method is enhanced as compared to conventional (global) FDR-controlling methods. We have provided informal quantitative arguments that back up our method in the Theory section and Appendices, but did not prove our reasoning with mathematical rigor. To validate our method for practical purposes, a wide range of numerical simulations was therefore performed.



The simulations in Table 1 varied from imaging volumes without any true positives at all to volumes that were to a large degree filled with true positives, small to moderately large imaging volumes, weak to strong signals, strict to lenient thresholds, and various spatial correlation structures. In addition, many other ad hoc simulations were performed during the development of the method (e.g. with 2D imaging volumes or multiple activation clusters; results not shown). The achieved FDR was well bounded by the freely specifiable value qglobal, and in some cases even considerably better FDRs were actually realized. The only exception that was found concerned the simulations with a 1 × 1 × 1 signal block, for which the bound was marginally exceeded. Since this occurred for B–H FDR-control in identical fashion as for regional FDR-control, we attribute this to chance. In any case, the average FDR that was achieved using regional FDRcontrol was always better than, or at least equal to, the FDR in B–H FDR-control. At the same time, the sensitivity was substantially enhanced in most cases. In particular, for the simulations at default settings, which seem most representative for neuroimaging experiments, the performance of our method was very good. This forms evidence for the practical validity, applicability, and usefulness of the method in a broad range of circumstances. Spatial correlations in the data were taken into account in Eq. (10) by means of a summation over the correlated element Cj (‘corel’) to which a voxel j belongs (see Appendix B, Ad [ii]). Corels were defined as spheres that were centered on the respective voxels, with diameters that equaled the FWHM of the smoothing kernel. This is similar to suggestions by Worsley concerning resels (Worsley et al., 1995; Worsley, 2005). If smoothing is applied during the preprocessing of neuroimaging data and the corresponding kernel size is larger than the inherent smoothness of the original data, like in the analysis of our in vivo experiments, this approach can be followed as a good approximation. If no smoothing is performed, or if the inherent smoothness of the data
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Table 1 Simulation results for various configuration parameters Parameters



i. Uncorrected SEN



ii. FWE-control



SPE



FWE



FDR



iii. B–H FDR-control



SEN



SPE



FWE



iv. Regional FDR-control



FDR



SEN



SPE



FWE



FDR



SEN



SPE



FWE



FDR



Volume size



12 × 12 × 8 16 × 16 × 12 24 × 24 × 16 32 × 32 × 24 48 × 48 × 32



98 98 98 98 98



95 95 95 95 95



100 100 100 100 100



46 71 88 95 98



47 38 30 22 17



100 100 100 100 100



5 3 4 5 5



0 0 0 0 0



83 74 63 51 38



100 100 100 100 100



91 90 85 81 75



5 5 5 5 5



92 90 86 79 68



100 100 100 100 100



88 89 90 92 93



4 4 4 5 5



Smoothness



0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0



98 98 98 98 98



95 95 95 95 95



100 100 100 100 100



88 88 88 88 88



30 30 29 29 30



100 100 100 100 100



4 5 4 4 1



0 0 0 1 1



63 63 61 58 60



100 100 100 100 100



85 87 73 47 30



5 5 5 5 4



86 86 73 60 58



100 100 100 100 100



90 92 45 16 10



4 4 2 2 2



Block size



0×0×0 1×1×1 2×2×2 4×4×4 8×8×8 16 × 16 × 16



– 98 98 98 98 98



95 95 95 95 95 95



100 100 100 100 100 100



100 100 98 88 47 6



– 28 30 30 29 29



100 100 100 100 100 100



5 5 4 4 5 2



5 4 1 0 0 0



– 28 39 63 83 96



100 100 100 100 100 98



5 8 17 85 100 100



5 6 4 5 5 3



– 27 50 86 95 97



100 100 100 100 100 99



5 8 22 90 100 100



5 6 4 4 3 1



SNR



2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0



52 85 98 100 100



95 95 95 95 95



100 100 100 100 100



93 89 88 88 88



1 6 30 69 93



100 100 100 100 100



3 6 4 4 5



3 1 0 0 0



1 16 63 93 99



100 100 100 100 100



7 38 85 95 96



4 5 5 5 5



1 36 86 98 100



100 100 100 100 100



7 64 90 94 94



4 4 4 4 4



Threshold



0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20



92 95 98 99 100



99 98 95 90 80



100 100 100 100 100



61 75 88 94 97



19 23 30 35 41



100 100 100 100 100



1 3 4 12 20



0 0 0 1 1



42 51 63 71 79



100 100 100 100 100



25 50 85 99 100



1 2 5 10 20



69 78 86 91 95



100 100 100 100 100



34 61 90 100 100



1 2 4 9 18



The average achieved sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), familywise error (FWE) rate and false discovery rate (FDR) over 500 numerical simulations are listed as percentages ([%]) for each of four thresholding methods using various simulation configurations. Default parameter values have been underlined. Parameter settings that were varied include: the volume size, the smoothness of the noise as expressed by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian convolution kernel, the size of the central block with true effects, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the central block, and the globally imposed thresholds p and qglobal.



is larger than the kernel, the corel size should be estimated from the data structure, or from prior knowledge regarding the smoothness of the data. For smoothed data, the method was found to behave conservatively. Not only did the achieved FDR become smaller than the imposed bound, but also the sensitivity suffered. This conservative behavior on correlated data is somewhat comparable to that of Bonferroni-corrected FWE-control. In the case of regional FDR-control, this is likely caused by an overestimated corel size. This leaves room for further improvement. Nevertheless, as long as the region size exceeded the corel size in our simulations, our method still achieved higher sensitivities than B–H FDR-control. Therefore, we suggest the use of regional FWHM sizes that are larger than the corel size. Given that the corel size can be regarded as a measure of the effective spatial resolution of the data, this seems a reasonable suggestion. Performance A comparison between various thresholding methods resulted in the general finding that the methods based on FWE-control, B– H FDR-control, regional FDR-control, and uncorrected threshol-



ding (in that order) were progressively more sensitive. This came at the cost of a concurrent increase in the number of false positives, which varied from negligibly small (for FWE-control) and tolerable (for B–H and regional FDR-control) to unacceptably large (for uncorrected thresholding). The performance of the methods varied with various parameters in the simulations. Naturally, the sensitivity of all methods improved with increasing SNR in the available data and with increasingly tolerant thresholds. Also, all methods benefited from an increase in the proportion of voxels with true effects, either with respect to the achieved SEN, SPE, FWE, FDR, or a combination of these measures. The uncorrected thresholding method and the methods based on FWE-control and B–H FDR-control by definition all achieve an identical discriminatory power according to an ROC curve analysis. For each threshold that is employed in one of the mentioned three methods, a different but equivalent threshold can be chosen in another method that will lead to exactly the same results. That is because these methods are all based on the same type of thresholding, namely the global application of a single P-value threshold. Only the way in which this threshold is determined differs. Because ROC curves assess performance over the entire
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Table 2 Simulation results for various region shapes and sizes Region size



1/∞ 2.0 4.0 8.0 16.0 32.0 ∞



Region shape Spherical



Welch



Gaussian



SEN



SPE



FWE



FDR



SEN



SPE



FWE



FDR



SEN



SPE



FWE



FDR



63 77 86 89 75 57 62



100 100 100 100 100 100 100



86 92 93 89 89 87 87



5 5 5 4 4 6 5



63 73 85 87 72 62 62



100 100 100 100 100 100 100



86 92 93 92 89 86 87



5 5 5 4 5 5 5



63 78 86 82 68 63 62



100 100 100 100 100 100 100



86 91 90 90 85 83 87



5 5 4 4 4 5 5



The average achieved sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), familywise error (FWE) rate and false discovery rate (FDR) over 500 numerical simulations are listed as percentages ([%]) for the regional FDR-control thresholding method, using varying shapes and sizes of the employed regions, and otherwise default configuration parameters. Default region shape and size are underlined. The shape of the isotropic weighting functions was either uniform over a spherical region (‘Spherical’), continuous and non-zero in a finite volume according to a parabolic Welch window (‘Welch’), or continuous and non-zero in an infinite volume according to a bell-shaped Gaussian window (‘Gaussian’). For each type of function, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) was varied from infinitesimally small to infinitely large.



range of thresholds, they are insensitive to such differences. The same results will hold for any other method that controls some error measure by means of a fixed global P-value threshold. In contrast, our method that is based on regional control of the FDR performed considerably better. In relation to SNR, the



discriminatory power of our method was approximately 1.4 times better than the other methods. To achieve an equivalent improvement in performance by increasing the number of neuroimaging acquisitions, the duration of experiments would roughly have to be extended twice. Such outcomes will of course also depend on the



Fig. 4. In vivo neuroimaging results. (a) Experiment I (DWI). Significant differences in ADC values with respect to the mean of healthy controls were determined in the right temporal lobe of an epilepsy patient using four different thresholding methods. The slice position equaled x = −44 mm in Talairach coordinates. Results are overlaid on a normalized sagittal T1-weighted MRI slice. DWI reveals temporal abnormalities in ADC values. Whereas the uncorrected thresholding method also displays noisy abnormalities spread over a large part of the selected slice, B–H FDR-control and regional FDR-control only display localized abnormalities in the right temporal region. For these latter two methods, the location of the abnormalities is identical. However, our method based on regional control detected 1.5 times more positives (NP) in this slice than B–H FDR-control. FWE-control is unable to localize any abnormalities. (b) Experiment II (fMRI). The four different thresholding methods were applied to the outcomes of a general linear model in a functional MRI experiment that employed auditory stimuli of varying intensity. The significance of the activation was displayed using a red-to-yellow color-code and projected on a transversal plane. Uncorrected thresholding resulted in large activation clusters, but also in apparently noisy signal detection. FWE-control by means of Bonferroni correction restricted the activation to small regions in the auditory cortex. Both methods with FDR-control generally resulted in an intermediate cluster size. Although the activation was largely confined to the temporal lobes, B–H FDR-control detected some thalamic activation whereas regional FDR-control did not. Our method based on regional control detected 3.0 times more positives (NP) in the volume than B–H FDR-control.
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detailed experimental configuration, but this illustrates that the potential gain in power by using Q-values instead of P-values is substantial. Generally, a gain in sensitivity can only be realized at some cost. In this case, we have made use of the clustered nature of effects in neuroimaging data. If true positives are scattered (instead of clustered) over the entire imaging volume, our method is not expected to perform better than the other methods. However, this is a very unrealistic scenario in neuroimaging experiments. Yet, even in realistic conditions, the sensitivity using regional FDR-control will only increase as compared to B–H FDR-control for those regions where the density of true positives is larger than the average global density. In contrast, in the regions where relatively few true positives occur, sensitivity can actually decrease. This can hardly be considered a disadvantage of our method relative to other types of FDR-control: the presence of single isolated positive voxels would not allow firm conclusions to be drawn about activation in a particular area anyhow. In contrast with FWEcontrol, FDR-control inherently allows voxels to be false, especially if many positives occur elsewhere. For practical purposes, a gain in sensitivity in the few regions that contain many true positives will therefore outweigh the decrease in sensitivity in those regions that contain little effect. In a sense, our method focuses the sensitivity to those regions of the brain where it is most advantageous. Thus, a considerable net increase in the total number of true positives that can be detected may be achieved. Also, this allows both large areas with small effects and small areas with strong effects to be detected, similar to some methods based on cluster level inferences. Moreover, our method tends to group any occurring false positives close to areas with true activation, which less affects the observable activation patterns. Choice of regions Our proposed method controls the globally achieved FDR by imposing a suitable bound on the regional FDR. In principle, the method allows the regions to be freely chosen for each voxel individually. Also, the method supports the use of continuously weighted regions. Because of the large number of degrees of freedom in the choice of the weights wjk, it is impossible to characterize our method under all imaginable circumstances. However, we evaluated various reasonable options and showed that advantage can be taken of the clustered nature of neuroimaging data to improve the sensitivity of the analysis. If the regions are chosen as large as possible by treating the entire imaging volume as a single region (i.e., wjk = 1 for all j and k), then Eq. (4) will reduce to Eq. (3). Also, from Eq. (10) it can be deduced that the imposed qregional will almost equal qglobal. Therefore, in this case, our method will be slightly more conservative than, but highly similar to, B–H FDR-control. Contrariwise, if the regions are chosen as small as possible by treating each voxel as a separate region by itself (i.e., wjk = 1 if j = k, and zero otherwise), then Eq. (5) results in Qj = Pj. Also, Eq. (10) will approximate Eq. (3). In this case, our method will again be slightly more conservative than, but very similar to, conventional global FDR-control. Therefore, for both the limiting cases of extremely large and small regions, our method reduces to a conservative version of B–H FDR-control. This is also reflected in the results for the most extreme FWHM sizes in Table 2, which are similar to the results for B–H FDR-control at default settings in Table 1. However, for intermediate choices of region sizes, our regional method typically performed much better than
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global FDR-control, both with regard to the achieved sensitivities (Tables 1 and 2) and the discriminatory power based on ROC curves (Fig. 3). In practice, two contradictory considerations that affect the optimal choice of the region size have to be balanced. On the one hand, the sensitivity in areas of the brain that contain effects of interest will suffer from the inclusion of many distant irrelevant voxels without activation. This was our original motivation for parceling the imaging volume into regions. On the basis of this argument, regions should be taken small. On the other hand, dividing the volume into too many regions will decrease performance as a result of the implicit correction for multiple comparisons. On the basis of this latter argument, regions should be few. Intuitively, an optimum should be attained for regions that are of similar size as the scale of the activation clusters themselves. This ensures that the individual regions are large but still to a high degree filled with true positives. This is reminiscent of the matched filter theorem, which states that the filter that will give optimum resolution of a signal from noise is a filter that is matched to the shape of the signal. In our simulations, we observed the highest sensitivity for FWHM region sizes equal to 4.0–8.0 voxels (Table 2). In these simulations, the true activation consisted of a block of 4 × 4 × 4 voxels. These findings support the conclusion that as a rule of thumb optimal performance is achieved for regions of similar size as the expected activation clusters. Still, the performance of our method does not critically depend on this choice of the region size parameter, as it typically does not perform worse than B–H FDRcontrol for other values as well. If possible, we recommend choosing the regional FWHM equal to the typical dimensions of the structures that are expected to be activated. The freedom to choose not only the size but also the shape of regions can potentially be further exploited to improve sensitivity. For instance, if activation is expected in a brain structure with a certain known complex morphology, non-isotropic regions could be specified that match the shape of this structure. This might be realized in a natural way by the use of digitized atlases or probability maps. Recently, Heller et al. described the advantages of a related FDR-controlling method that defines sub-regions based on a clustering algorithm that is applied to the statistical data itself (Heller et al., 2006). Or, for example, if it is known that effects occur primarily in gray matter, the shape of the employed regions could be varied voxel by voxel to match the local orientation of the cortical surface. If symmetrical activation is expected, equivalent regions in the left and right hemispheres could be merged. However, we have not explored these possibilities in this paper. In our simulations, all regional weighting function shapes showed rotational symmetry. Our method performed well for all profiles that were explored and robustly led to improved sensitivity and valid results in all cases. For general purposes, we suggest to use isotropic regions. The MatLab function that is provided in the on-line Supplementary Materials supports multiple isotropic region shapes with freely specifiable sizes. In vivo experiments To judge the practical merits, our method was also applied to two diverse neuroimaging experiments that were part of ongoing research projects. In a first experiment, physiological deviations in the brain of an epilepsy patient were detected using DWI. In a second experiment, functional brain activation in response to
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auditory stimulation was determined using fMRI. We regard these as typical examples of practical applications, and are not aware of reasons why either of the evaluated thresholding methods should be favored by these experiments. Our method based on regional FDR-control was always able to detect more deviant voxels (in DWI) or activation (in fMRI) than either methods based on FWE-control or B–H FDR-control could. This was in agreement with the results of the numerical simulations. At the same time, the spatial patterns of the detected effects remained coherent and confined to regions where signals could be expected. In particular, our method resulted in much less apparent noise than the method based on uncorrected thresholding, while it still recovered most of the activation that appeared to be true. In our opinion, our method never performed worse than any of the other methods, and generally led to the cleanest and most convincing results. Computational complexity Our method is computationally simple in the qualitative sense that only basic arithmetic functions and sorting are used. However, its quantitative computational complexity, as with regard to the involved number of operations, is higher than for the other three methods that have been evaluated in this study. The computational complexity of uncorrected thresholding and Bonferroni correction is of the order O(N), because N voxels’ P-values need to be compared against a fixed threshold. The complexity of B–H FDR-control is O(N·log(N)) because of the sorting that is involved. The complexity of our method is of the order O(N2) because it requires a weight wjk to be calculated for each pair of voxels. This means that an increase by a factor 2 in the number of voxels will result in an approximate increase by a factor 4 in calculation time. In three dimensions, an isotropic improvement in resolution by a factor 2 would result in an increase by a factor 64 in calculation time. Using the MatLab function that is provided in the Supplementary Materials on-line, the calculation and thresholding of the Q-value map that corresponds with a 24 × 24 × 16 imaging volume takes approximately 40 s on a 2-GHz PC system. The in vivo data required the computer to run for several hours. However, there is no need to repeat these calculations if thresholding at a different level qglobal is required; subsequent applications of our method to the same data set is a mere O(N) process. In addition, by using a uniform spherical weighting function instead of a Gaussian function, the total duration of the calculations could be reduced by a factor two approximately, and a further gain in computing time is possible by optimizing the code for this discrete type of weighting. Although currently the computational complexity will not be a concern for e.g. single-slice neuroimaging experiments or other experiments with small regions of interest, our method may become cumbersome for routine application to high-resolution full-brain statistical maps for purposes of initial data exploration. In such preliminary analyses, the use of sub-sampled datasets can be considered, or other thresholding methods should be used. However, the obtainable gain in sensitivity certainly justifies the application of our method to determine final results, if the FDR is the error measure of choice. Also, given the continuing increase in available computational power, such considerations are expected to be of secondary importance, and our method provides a viable alternative to the existing methods.
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Appendix A In this appendix, the number of detected false positives will be estimated in the limiting case where true positives are densely distributed throughout the volume (see Case [i], preceding Eq. (7)). Since the B–H FDR-controlling procedure limits the average FDR below a specified level qglobal, the total number of false positives should on average not exceed a proportion qglobal of the total number of positives (see Eq. (1)). Applying B–H FDR-control to continuously weighted regions, the total weight of all false positives should on average not be expected to exceed a proportion qregional of the total weight of all positives. Under the null-hypothesis, false positives are on average homogeneously distributed. Then, the probability PFP,j that the center voxel j of any particular region is a false positive can be estimated as the ratio of the total weight of all false positives in that region to the total weight of all voxels in that region. Because the total weight of all false positives in B–H FDR-control is estimated to be bounded at (or below) a fraction qregional of the total weight of all positives, we find that qregional d



NP X wjk k¼1



PFP; j V



N X



:



ðI-1Þ



wjk



k¼1



The summation in the numerator is carried out over all NP positives. Expanding this result from a single voxel j to the entire volume, the total expected number of false positives NFP that is found using our method equals the sum of these probabilities PFP,j over all voxels. This leads to the following bound:



NFP ¼



N X j¼1



PFP; j V



N X j¼1



qregional d



NP X wjk k¼1



N X



ðI-2Þ



wjk



k¼1



Note that the B–H FDR-controlling procedure relies upon a voxel ordering according to P-values. If a voxel ordering according to Q-values is used, like in our method, a different set of voxels can be considered active, and B–H FDR-control does no longer guarantee that the achieved regional FDR is bounded by qregional on that basis. However, we demonstrate in this paper that the discriminatory power of thresholding based on Q-values is typically better than based on P-values. In other words, an ordering based on Q-values ‘better separates’ the true positives from the false positives. We surmise that, as a result, the average total weight of all false positives will also not exceed a proportion
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qregional of the total weight of all positives when using a voxel ordering based on Q-values. This justifies the use of a Q-value ordering in the summations in Eq. (7). Appendix B In this appendix, the number of detected false positives will be estimated in the limiting case where true effects are absent in the entire volume (see Case [ii], preceding Eq. (8)). According to our method, a voxel j will at least be considered active if Pj d



N X



wjk



k¼1 j X



V qregional :



ðII-1Þ



wjk



k¼1



Note that according to Eq. (5) this voxel can also be considered active if this inequality is not satisfied, provided that there is another voxel with an index i N j that satisfies the condition in Eq. (5). However, because these other voxels typically have smaller weights wjk than the center voxel j itself, it is relatively unlikely that the inclusion of extra voxels in the denominator compensates for the accompanying increase in the P-value in the numerator. And even if such i exists, the change in the ratio on the left of Eq. (II-1) will typically be very small. Therefore, the above expression will form a reasonable approximation to Eq. (5), and we will assume that the difference can be neglected; this assumption is validated in this paper by means of various simulations. The probability PFP,j that any particular voxel j is a false positive because Eq. (II-1) is satisfied by chance will now be estimated under the assumption that the null-hypothesis is true for all voxels. The summation in the denominator of Eq. (II-1) comprises all voxels with an index smaller than, or equal to, that of the voxel j itself. Since the summations in this equation are carried out according to a P-value ordering (Eq. (2)), this comprises all voxels with P-values smaller than (or equal to) that of the center voxel. This sum can conceptually be split up into three contributions: [i] the center voxel itself; [ii] the immediate vicinity of the center voxel; and [iii] distant voxels. Ad [i]. The center voxel itself is always included in the summation, and, given that the weighting functions were normalized such that wjj = 1, its weight equals 1. Ad [ii]. We shall define the immediate vicinity of the center voxel j as the equivalent volume where the data is spatially correlated with that of the center voxel itself. We will denote this volume as a correlated element (‘corel’), notated Cj, analogous to the concept of a ‘resel’ in Gaussian field theory. Following a similar approach as Worsley (Worsley et al., 1995; Worsley, 2005), its shape will be estimated as a sphere with a diameter equal to the FWHM of the equivalent smoothing kernel of the noise (i.e., the point spread function). Since the P-values vary smoothly within this correlated vicinity, a P-value gradient and, perpendicularly to this gradient, an ‘iso-P-value plane’ can be conceived to exist. This iso-P-value plane roughly divides the vicinity of the voxel into two halves, one of which will contain higher P-values as the voxel, and the other lower P-values. Therefore, the sum of the weights of all
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voxels in this vicinity that have P-values smaller than the center voxel, can to first order be approximated by precisely half of the total sum of the weights in the corel Cj, excluding the center voxel itself that has 0 weight wjj =11. In symbolic notation, the sum of 1 X wjk  1A. weights ¼ @ 2 kaC j



Clearly, this derivation is highly informal. However, in this paper, it is shown that it leads to conservative control of the FDR under the presence of spatial correlations. This can be understood by realizing that false positive voxels have low P-values, and its corel will therefore be surrounded by other corels that typically contain higher P-values. In a smoothly varying map, on average less than half of the voxels inside the corel should then have Pvalues below that of the center voxel. Ad [iii]. For distant uncorrelated voxels, the probability that their P-value does not exceed the probability Pj of the center voxel is by definition precisely equal to Pj under the null-hypothesis. Therefore, on average a fraction Pj of these voxels will have lower P-values, and their total weight can be symbolically expressed as 0 1 N X X wjk  wjk A. the sum of weights ¼ Pj d @ k¼1



kaCj



Now, these three contributions [i], [ii], and [iii] can be added to obtain the total expected weight of all voxels with P-values lower than or equal to Pj. 0 1 0 1 j N X X X 1 @X wjk ¼ 1 þ wjk  1A þ Pj d @ wjk  wjk A: 2 kaC kaC k¼1 k¼1 j



j



ðII-2Þ Substituting Eq. (II-2) into Eq. (II-1), we may derive



Pj V



qregional d N 1  qregional X



1 1X þ wjk 2 2 kaC j



wjk þ



k¼1



b



qregional d 1  qregional



qregional X wjk 1  qregional kaC j



1 1X wjk þ 2 2 kaC j



N X



:



ðII-3Þ



wjk



k¼1



By definition, the probability that the statistic Pj satisfies this inequality by chance is precisely equal to the value of the right hand side expression. Returning to Eq. (II-1), this forms an estimate for the probability PFP,j that the null-hypothesis will be rejected in voxel j, turning it into a false positive. Now, the total expected number of false positives in the entire volume NFP equals the sum of the probabilities PFP,j for all individual voxels j. Thus,



NFP ¼



N X j¼1



PFP; j V



qregional d 1  qregional



N X j¼1



1 1X wjk þ 2 2 kaC j



N X k¼1



wjk



:



ðII-4Þ
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Because in this equation all summations are carried out either over all voxels, or over all voxels in a corel, the order of the summation is irrelevant and can be based on P- or Q-values alike. This justifies the use of a Q-value ordering in Eq. (8). Appendix C. Supplementary data Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2007.07.031. References Benjamini, Y., Hochberg, Y., 1995. Controlling the false discovery rate: a practical and powerful approach. J. R. Stat. Soc. 57, 289–300. Friston, K.J., Holmes, A., Poline, J.B., Price, C.J., Frith, C.D., 1996. Detecting activations in PET and fMRI: levels of inference and power. NeuroImage 4, 223–235. Genovese, C.R., Lazar, N.A., Nichols, T., 2002. Thresholding of statistical maps in functional neuroimaging using the false discovery rate. NeuroImage 15, 870–878. Hall, D.A., Haggard, M.P., Akeroyd, M.A., Palmer, A.R., Summerfield, A.Q., Elliott, M.R., Gurney, E.M., Bowtell, R.W., 1999. “Sparse” temporal sampling in auditory fMRI. Hum. Brain Mapp. 7, 213–223. Heller, R., Stanley, D., Yekutieli, D., Rubin, N., Benjamini, Y., 2006. Cluster-based analysis of fMRI data. NeuroImage 33, 599–608. Hochberg, Y., 1988. A sharper Bonferroni procedure for multiple tests of significance. Biometrika 75, 800–802.
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